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Eminent 2

Product description:
Eminent 2 is a completely matt, waterborne paint with very high cover and richness. It is
intended for prime- and top coating of ceilings indoors in dry areas.
This paint is especially customized for those demands that are required, such as non-
splashing application and a matt, non-reflecting surface with very low structure.
Eminent 2 is also suitable as primer underneath wall paint with higher gloss and upon glass
fibre fabrics. The product is included in ColorexMix  tinting system.

TECHNICAL DATA:
PARAMETER VALUE UNIT METHOD
Area of application Indoors
Binder VAE
Density 1,51 kg/L
Viscosity 146 cP
Gloss 2-3 (fully matt)
Washability Class 4 (EN 13300)
Thinner/Cleaning Water
Material consumption 4–8 m²/L
Temperature at painting Minimum +5°C
Tools for painting Brush, roller and

spray
Dust dry 1 h
Re-paintable 2 h
Completely dry 12 h
Shelf life 2 years if unopened,

frost free storage
Colour White
Flammability Not flammable
VOC category (Cat. A/a): 15 g/l
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Eminent 2

HOW TO USE
Pre-painting
Always start by reading the instructions on the label. It is important to be thorough from the
beginning. The use of correct tools and a careful preparation is an important key for a
successful result. Stir the paint properly from the bottom before starting to paint. Apply under
controlled conditions, where air-, paint- and surface temperature may not be below +5°C.
High humidity will prolong the drying time. The ceiling shall be clean, with good adhesion,
dry and dust free. Wash, rinse and let dry well. Chalky basis, such as lime- and gluepainted
surfaces should be washed and primed with alkyd-sealer before painting. Protect floor and
furniture properly before starting to paint.

Painting
To receive full cover we recommend two layers with paint. Apply with brush or suitable
roller. After light diluting with water it can also be applied by spraying. The ceiling shall
always be painted with a good deal of paint in the roller. This is to avoid splices and stripes.
Paint the ceiling crosswise and the last coat always against the largest natural daylight.
Paint the whole ceiling at the same time. Smoothen the newly painted and still wet surface
in the ceiling by pulling the roller in the same direction and with the same pressure and
speed. The structure of the paint will then take the same direction, which will give a matt and
soft surface without reflections.

Post- painting
Wipe off the tools thoroughly before cleaning in water and a mild cleaning liquid. Seal the
paint container carefully after use and keep out of reach for children.  Liquid residues must
not be poured down the drain, but be submitted to the local collection point.

Maintenance
Be careful when cleaning surfaces with acrylic paint with lower gloss, since the paint has a
more sensitive finish. Use a damp rag and possibly some mild cleaning liquid to clean the
surface. Never use spirits when cleaning painted or lacquered surfaces.
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